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web role definition 1 the position or purpose that someone or something has in a situation organization society or
learn more web 1 a 1 a character assigned or assumed had to take on the role of both father and mother 2 a
socially expected behavior pattern usually determined by an individual s status in a particular society b a part
played by an actor or singer 2 a function or part performed especially in a particular operation or process web
meaning of role in english role noun c us roʊl uk rəʊl role noun c duty add to word list b2 the position or purpose
that someone or something has in a situation web the job someone or something has in a particular situation this
part of the brain plays an important role in learning fewer examples america has played a major role in the web the
function or position that somebody has or is expected to have in an organization in society or in a relationship the
changing role of women role in something the artist s role in society role as somebody he is stepping down from his
role as chair i welcome the opportunity to assume a leadership role within the organization web a role is a part you
play in school you might take on the role of clown in your family the role of the responsible one on stage the role of
juliet role can also mean job or function it is the role of the police to keep the community safe and political parties
often argue about the role government should play in our lives web noun a part or character played by an actor or
actress proper or customary function the role of religion in society synonyms capacity part character duty
responsibility web apr 19 2024   a role is one of the characters that an actor or singer can play in a film play or
opera she has just landed the lead role in the young vic s latest production shakespearean women s roles were
originally written to be played by men more synonyms of role collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary
copyright harpercollins web role noun roʊl the function or position that someone has or is expected to have in an
organization in society or in a relationship the role of the teacher in the classroom she refused to take on the
traditional woman s role web from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics film theatre role role
rəʊl roʊl s2 w1 awl noun countable 1 take part be involved the way in which someone or something is involved in
an activity or situation and how much influence they have on it role in women s role in society the role of diet in the
prevention
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role english meaning cambridge dictionary
Mar 29 2024

web role definition 1 the position or purpose that someone or something has in a situation organization society or
learn more

role definition meaning merriam webster
Feb 28 2024

web 1 a 1 a character assigned or assumed had to take on the role of both father and mother 2 a socially expected
behavior pattern usually determined by an individual s status in a particular society b a part played by an actor or
singer 2 a function or part performed especially in a particular operation or process

role definition in the cambridge english dictionary
Jan 27 2024

web meaning of role in english role noun c us roʊl uk rəʊl role noun c duty add to word list b2 the position or
purpose that someone or something has in a situation

role meaning cambridge learner s dictionary
Dec 26 2023

web the job someone or something has in a particular situation this part of the brain plays an important role in
learning fewer examples america has played a major role in the

role noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes
Nov 25 2023

web the function or position that somebody has or is expected to have in an organization in society or in a
relationship the changing role of women role in something the artist s role in society role as somebody he is
stepping down from his role as chair i welcome the opportunity to assume a leadership role within the organization

role definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com
Oct 24 2023

web a role is a part you play in school you might take on the role of clown in your family the role of the responsible
one on stage the role of juliet role can also mean job or function it is the role of the police to keep the community
safe and political parties often argue about the role government should play in our lives

role definition meaning dictionary com
Sep 23 2023

web noun a part or character played by an actor or actress proper or customary function the role of religion in
society synonyms capacity part character duty responsibility
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role definition and meaning collins english dictionary
Aug 22 2023

web apr 19 2024   a role is one of the characters that an actor or singer can play in a film play or opera she has just
landed the lead role in the young vic s latest production shakespearean women s roles were originally written to be
played by men more synonyms of role collins cobuild advanced learner s dictionary copyright harpercollins

role noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage notes
Jul 21 2023

web role noun roʊl the function or position that someone has or is expected to have in an organization in society or
in a relationship the role of the teacher in the classroom she refused to take on the traditional woman s role

role meaning of role in longman dictionary of contemporary
Jun 20 2023

web from longman dictionary of contemporary english related topics film theatre role role rəʊl roʊl s2 w1 awl noun
countable 1 take part be involved the way in which someone or something is involved in an activity or situation and
how much influence they have on it role in women s role in society the role of diet in the prevention
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